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Washington has chosen a president for Venezuela.  I wonder if Trump saw the black humor
in doing to Maduro what the Democrats and presstitutes are doing to him.

Few Latin American governments have ever had a government that represents the majority
indigenous people or a president who was not of Spanish descent.  Chavez in Venezuela
perhaps was the longest lasting indigenous leader.  His successor Maduro is also indigenous.

Indigenous Latin American leaders are unacceptable to Washington, because they tend to
be  reformers  who  represent  their  country’s  people  instead  of  American  business  and
financial interests.  Consequently, when a Latin electorate elects a leader who will put them
first, Washington overthrows the leader.  This is the history of US/Latin American relations.

In the 21st century alone Washington has overthrown the elected presidents of Honduras,
Argentina, Brazil  and Venezuela and overturned the independence of Ecuador that had
provided asylum protection for Julian Assange.  Washington’s coup with the Spanish elite
against Chavez in Venezuela initially succeeded.  Chavez was in captivity, but before he
could be murdered the Venezuelan people and military forced his release.  

Chavez, either because he lacked the power to move against the traitorous Spanish elite or
because he chose to display magnanimity, did not hold those responsible who participated
in the coup against his life and Venezuelan sovereignty.  Washington’s agents, the Spanish
elite,   were not arrested and retained their  control  over the media and the economy.
Venezuela has substantial oil revenues, but they do not reach the government’s budget or
protect the value of the currency.  I do not know who controls the Venezuelan oil, but it
appears the revenues are being stolen.  As it seems unlikely the Spanish elites would permit
the indigenous people to control the oil business, possibly the oil revenues are what funds,
along with Washington,  the anti-Maduro opposition. If the Maduro government is stealing
the revenues, then the government is committing suicide.

Consequently,  Washington  and  its  Venezuelan  vassals  have  had  a  free  hand  against
Maduro.  The  whores  who  comprise  the  Western  media  have  served  Washington’s
demonization of Maduro, an elected president that Washington calls a dictator.  In the
election that re-elected Maduro, Washington instructed the traditional Venezuelan oligarchy
to boycott the election.  That allowed Washington to claim that Maduro was not legitimately
elected.

Of course, if there had been any chance of Washington and its Spanish vassals winning the
election, they most certainly would not have boycotted it.  But the whores who constitute
the American media have no integrity and thereby no problem in overlooking the fact that
Venezuelans prefer Maduro to Washington’s Spanish vassals.
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Washington  using  sanctions  and  economic  punishments  has  been  trying  for  years  to
destabilize Venezuela in order to bring down the government and install Washington’s agent
as president. This policy has cruelly punished the Venezuelan people, but nevertheless they
have clung to their indigenous leadership.  The other day Washington organized a military
coup, but few participated and it was easily put down. 

Defeated on these fronts, Washington had Trump and Pence declare that Maduro was not
the president of Venezuela and that Washington recognized its agent in the legislature as
president.   Pence  called  for  the  newly  annointed  president  to  overthrow  the  Maduro
government  and  threatened  Maduro  with  invasion  if  he  acted  against  Washington’s
designated president.

Maduro’s response, a numbrer of years late, was to order all US diplomats out of Venezuela. 
Washington  replied  that  as  Washington  does  not  recognize  Maduro’s  government  as
legitimate, Maduro lacks the authority to throw them out. The US diplomats will remain and
continue the conspiracy against Maduro.

Here we have a situation in which Washington, not the Venezuelan people, has chosen the
president  of  Venezuela  and  refuses  to  accept  the  Venezuelan  government’s  break  of
diplomatic relations.

As  I  write,  indications  are  that  Washington’s  vassals  in  Canada  and  Europe  are  also
withdrawing  recognition  from the  legally  elected  government  of  Venezuela,  conferring
recognition  instead  on  the  unelected  agent  of  American  business  and  financial  interests
selected  by  Washington.

What does this say about the West?  The West regards itself as the home of integrity,
human rights,  democracy, truth,  and goodness.   But in fact the West is  committed to
supporting Washington’s suppression of Venezuelan self-determination.

What Washington is doing to Venezuela is a good lesson for the gullible Russian Atlanticist
Integrationists and the gullible pro-western Chinese youth.  As China’s Global Times put it:
“For a long time, the US has been eager to replace international law with its geopolitical
interests and values so as to legalize its interference” and hegemony over the world. (See
this)

Putin expressed his support for the legitimacy of Maduro’s government and said that the
Venezuelan internal political crisis was “provoked from outside the country.” (See this)

Will  Washington announce tomorrow that the US has decided that Alexei  Navalny,  not
Vladimir Putin, is president of Russia?  Will Washington announce that the US no longer
considers Xi Jinping to be China’s president, as his one party regime makes him illegitimate,
and has replaced him with Tsai Lng-Wen?

How long will other powers tolerate Washington’s illegality and aggression?

How long will Americans tolerate the shame that Washington heaps upon their shoulders?

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above. Forward this article to your email
lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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This article was originally published on the author’s blog site: Paul Craig Roberts Institute for
Political Economy.

Dr. Paul Craig Roberts is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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